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This Bulletin describes an attempt t o establish a method of
valuation for mill-proclucts which are used as feecl for clairy
stock.
I t also contains analyses jnst made, of a considerable number
of feeds which are now being sold in Connecticut. Some of
these feeds are of excellent quality and others are very poor or
worthless, or are sold a t exorbitant prices.
A coriclensed statement is also given of the proximate composition of all the feeds in common use, and of the digestible matters
contained in a ton of each, together with the quantities of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash per ton.

ON THE VALUATIOPU' OF FEEDING STUFFS.
It is not possible to accurately express in figures the actual
feeding val~zeor nutritive effect of a feeding stuff any more than i t
is possible to give a figure which shall represeut the agricultural
value of a commercial fertilizer. The reasons are alike in both
cases and are evident without explanation. But some way of
comparing feeds by which both their chemical composition and
cost prices shall be taken account of is very desirahle. A large
number of mill-products are now offered for sale in this State t o
feeders of dairy stock. Most of them, like wheat feed, rye feecl,
oat feed and buckwheat middlings are residues left from the
preparation of flour or meal for table nse. Some are evi-

dently worth a good deal more than is chargecl for them ; while
others are of quite inferior value. Neither buyers nor sellers
know their composition nor whether the prices charged are high
or low as compared with other feeds, when t h e i ~composition is
taken into account.
An attempt has been made by this Station to find out and analyze all the feeds now in the Connecticut market whose average
composition is not alreacly known, and also to offer some method
of comparison or " valuat~on" for them.
The methocl here to be described is not a new one. I t has
been used abroad, where feeds like fertilizers are sold under
guarantee as to composition and the seller is obliged to make
good any deficiency. The application of the method to American feeds and prices we believe has not been attempted before,
probably because sufficient data have not been a t hand.
An outline of the method is as follows :
The average market prices of the feeds which form the basis of
calculation can be obtained from the mal-ket reports just as the
market prices of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash are obtained
from the weekly quotations of fertilizer chemicals. The chemical
composition of the feeds can be determined by analysis as the
composition of fertilizer chemicals is determined.
The next step is to calculate from the chemical composition of
all the feeds and their retail prices, the most probable or average
retail price of a pound of albuminoids or fat or carbhydrates
(fiber and nitrogen-free extract together). This problem is by no
means so simple as that of determining the cost of nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash. Each of the last-named can be bought by
itself; potash for instance in muriate of potash and nitrugen in
dried blood, and from the price of the muriate or the blood the
cost per pound of potash or nitrogen can be directly deduced.
But there are no feeds which contain only one or even only two
food-ingredients. All of them contain at least three. Under
these circumstances to calculate the cost of each food-ingredient
can only be done algebraically by an application of the "methocl
of least squares" so-called. The tedious details of the caloulation
would be out of place here. The data necessary for solving this
problem are as follows :
B y correspondence with dealers throughout the State as well
as with purchasers, the average retail prices of fine feed (as distinguished from coarse feed, hay, stalks, straw, etc.) have been

obtained as accurately as possible. The average composition of
these feeds is known from the tables of analyses which are annually revised and published by this Station. A considerable number of analyses have also been made within the last month of
feeds new to our market, so thnt we have a tolerably complete
statement of their composition.
The feeds used in calculating the average cost of albuminoids,
f a t and csrbhydrates are as follows :
The selling prices per ton are believed to represent the
average for December. The explanation of t h e column headed
" Valuation" is given further on.

Selling

Price per

ton.

Cotton seed meal_._ - - - - _ - - -- - - ._ - - -.
..- 827.75
Linsecd meal, old process - - - - ---- -.- - - . - -32.25
Wheat b r a n - _ - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - . . - - - 20.50
Wheat middlings- -.- - -.- ..-.- - - - - - - - .-- 22.00
Rye bran - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
- - - 21.00
Cornmeal ----.---..-..
..----.---..--21.50
Gluten meal--. .- - -...- - - - .-.
- - - - - -... -- 23.00
Hominy chops- - - - - -.- - .--.
- - - - - - - - - - .- - 21.00
Malt sproots -.
-.. - --.
-.- - - .-.
- - - - - - - - - 17.00
Oat middlings ..- - - - - - - --- -.-.- - -.- - - - - - 25.00
Rye feed -----..-....-----..--.----..-.20.00

The calculation based on these feeds and their average composition ancl prices shows that the present (Dec. 1888) average
retail cost of a pound each of albuminoids, f a t and carbhydrates
is as follows :
Albuminoids (N. x 6.25) .--.
.-- - - ..- - 1.6 cents.
Pat--_--.------.----------------4.2 "
Carhhydrates -..- -..- - - .-- - ..- - - - - .96 'I

T o test the accuracy of these figures they have been applied t o
the feeds from which they were derived and t h e results are given
above in the column headed "Valuation."
It appears that
the total calculated cost and the total actual cost agree within
one dollar. It may be noted in passing that these figures differ
radically from those used in Germany, which were derived in a

